INVOCATION: Infinite, Abiding Presence! Your All-Pervading Light, Your Opulence of
Substance is Omnipresent and All-Pervading. We open the activity of the outer
consciousness into the conscious direction and moulding into form of every good thing
we desire. We give praise and thanks for Your Intelligent Action in these minds; with
Your Love, Your Wisdom and Your Power to guide them, to raise them into all
Perfection.
ST GERMAIN: Blessings of the Light One and All! Today in Lesson 7, for the preparation of
entering the ‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class I want to speak of LISTENING, seeking on the TRUTH
and honing your skills to commune and LIVE within the ‘I AM’ Presence. I want you to become
more Mindful of everything you think, say, and do!
So, let Us dive in immediately!
17. To fully engage in the learning and practice of LISTENING from within the Great
Silence.
18. To fully engage in seeking only the Truth!
19. To fully engage in improving your communicating skills with your ‘I AM’
Presence daily!
20. To fully engage in being mindful of your thoughts, words and actions.
I want you Precious Children of the Light, if you will, to realize that We, the Masters are Real,
Tangible Beings. We are not as you may imagine Us, nor carry the features that your artists
and graphic designers have portrayed Us to be. We are physical in nature but not as you
Know it! Beloved Metatron told you all about the New Physical Light Bodies and Seamless
Garments of Shaddai! Just the same We are Real and One day We shall prove this to you. We
have the ability to shape shift, as you call it, and We have the capability to move between
worlds and dimensions, just Like the ‘I AM’ Presence, and in these capacities just like the ‘I
AM’ Presence, We know everything that is going on in your mind, motive, and intent; and We
are standing guard over this Work, The Divine Plan of Every God Quality and Virtue and We
will not be swayed by human mental or emotional projections. We will not bend in any way
to ego-personality, this serves no-one, especially yourselves! So Dear One’s, make no mistake
about it you might deceive those around you, and you may deceive yourselves, but you will
not, and cannot deceive the ‘I AM’ Presence or Us!
In the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, I told you: “It is amazing how mankind continues
to believe that things, to which it has not been accustomed, are impossible. Just because they
have not previously had information concerning such things, or their attention has not been
called to them. Again, I say to you: this is no idle result of imagination, but one that has been

clearly Intentional, fortified by the Conscious application of the Laws of Creation Themselves.”
End Excerpt.
It is a Mighty Power which with God’s Loving Hand, The Ascended Ones and the unascended
human hearts will manifest through the Powers, of Their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.
We, who have accomplished the Magnificent Victory of the Etheric Temples of Light, stand
ever ready to encourage, to strengthen, to give you of The Powers of Our Life to sustain and
encourage you unto ‘Your’ New Radiation Centres or personal Temple Victory, and even
‘Your’ Ascension to be achieved.
Oh, I plead with you, Beloved Children of the Light who have been in this Light for sufficient
years and Who have awakened as Way Showers: never allow your human self or anyone else
to cause you to question for one second your ability to build your Temples, Human or Physical,
or to make your Ascension, even in this embodiment. I tell you again that age as you know it,
has nothing whatever to do with it. The Expansion of the Light within you has everything to
do with it, and the human self knows nothing about that.
The Pledges you take will be to your own ‘I AM’ Presence and no one else. Do not, please, I
press upon you, go into those groups out of curiosity, wonder, speculation or even awe, unless
you are absolutely willing to fulfil that requirement to which you have and must Declare your
Intention by placing your Name in Covenant of the Calling. You may not understand yet what
it means, or, the Action of the Law, when unfaithful to your Own Light. So I tell you this in
advance Dear Ones. Your Heart has always been willing, and now your intellect may say, ‘Yes,
‘I AM’ willing to abide by this’.
But please, please remember, you will be acting under the Law of Your Great ‘I AM’ Presence,
the ‘All Seeing Eye of God,’ Your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, from which no single motive or act
is hidden. Sometimes the various Messengers have pleaded with the Beloved Disciples for so
long, yet they will still go on doing the things that they know in their Hearts are a tragic
mistake, regardless of what they believe is right in their hearts.
They think that no one knows it. We cannot help knowing what is within your motive, what
is within your world. For it is imprinted on the atmosphere about you because every thought,
feeling, and motive is a record which We have to read. Not that We seek to do it, but if We
are going to help you, We must read it. Will you not feel now in this moment, and hold it
forever, that the ‘All Seeing Eye of God,’ which your Higher Mental Body uses, knows every
single thing that occurs in your Life, every feeling and motive that is there? Do not try to
deceive your Presence!
I am speaking with all the Love of My Heart, for I want to help you. I want you to see, if you
will, the mistake of just humanly entering into a thing without a Pure, Honest motive behind
it. Remember, in your Heart Centre, as well as in the Heart Centre of the other Beings who
may Serve the ‘Attractor Field’ or Teachers of God, must come Purity, Loyalty, and
Faithfulness, if you are to go forward in the Light! Deception is an unpardonable karmic

generator, anywhere in the world, and so much more in magnification with anyone who has
the Knowledge and indeed is already working with their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.
So, if you have made mistakes (this is the point in which I am trying to help), if you have made
mistakes, and you know, the Heart always Knows, there is no one who can make excuses for
it. Self-pity and vanity will have no bearing and shall receive their just returns, karmically
speaking. Any of the old human traits or attitudes have no part in this Work! Therefore, I
want you to feel that I hold your hand to help you overcome all these things. If you have
made mistakes, call immediately on the Law of Forgiveness, and ask the ‘I AM’ Presence or
Holy Spirit Presence to wipe them out, dissolve and consume the cause and effect of that
mistake or any other.
Today, Beloved Ones, Great is Your Privilege! Great is Your Freedom, which stands with the
Door wide open facing into the Great Eternal Light which holds all things for you. Will you not
accept It? Will you not continue? The Great ‘I AM’ Presence has pushed back the doors of
doubt and fear, and over you is written in Golden Light, ‘Your Way To Freedom’. Will you not
accept It? Enter in now with greater firm determination and see how quickly will all
disturbance dissolve and disappear from your world. You are now the Master of your world
if you will but accept and use Your Dominion of the ‘I AM’ Presence. Never question Your
Ability, Your Authority, Your Powers to Achievement. God, the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, whose
Ray of Light and Energy beats Your Heart and sustains Your Life is your certain Victory always.
Will you not engrave that upon your consciousness for constant use, so It may show you and
give you the eternal proof that you cannot fail?
When people come to you with discordant things, BE SILENT. Then you will hold your world
in this Great Harmony, until the fullness of It loses the Power of the God ‘I AM’ Presence to
go forth and do what is required. No one thing is more difficult for mankind to conquer than
the continual revolving in thought of some discordant thing. Today you have the Knowledge
in your Mind, the Sceptre in your Hand, in the Name of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, by which
you can fill your world with Happiness, Beauty, Purity and Perfection. I beseech with you,
Stand Guard over your world! Your Presence Will, if called into Action, Lead You. Remember,
‘you can love your family, friends, communities and the world, more powerfully without your
arms around them’.
Then you are not in danger of the human desires sweeping in and causing you to do things
you will regret the rest of your Life. Oh, Beloved Precious Young People! I have watched the
progress of mankind throughout the centuries, and have seen beautiful, blessed young men
and women go down under the desires of old human consciousness and projections and the
suggestions from humanity that tell them they should waste their energy. Then after, as the
years pass them by, they become decrepit and aged, when they could have maintained the
youth, beauty, and perfection in their bodies, sustained by the conservation of their energies.
Oh, Dear Souls, young and old, who have made mistakes! Call on the Law of Forgiveness!
Take a firm, determined stand with the Your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence to hold control in your

world, to remove from you, all wrong desires, and to hold Its Dominion within you Eternally
Now. Today, Beloved Ones, My Love enfolds you with the fullness of Its Power for your
Happiness, Freedom, and Ascension.
I pour forth the Great Love of the Great Host of Ascended Masters, the Great Cosmic Beings,
and the Legions of Light, to Glorify, to Enfold you and to Hold you within Its Mighty God
Radiance of the Sacred White Fire Flame of Electronic Light unto your Eternal Victory. The
Glory of the Light of God, the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence within you, enfolds you in Its Invincible
Protection! Enfolds you in Its Mighty Directing Intelligence, and clothes you in Its Mighty
Light, forever sustained. I Bless this Elemental Grace Alliance and All that it has achieved to
date, may it continue to Expand, Expand and Expand through the Violet Flames of Myself and
All of My Glorified Colleagues and Friends.
I tell you, Dear Hearts, with such a Transcendent Privilege before you, how can anyone allow
the claw of the lower resonances of the personality mind, or those who wish to control your
every move, to seize upon you and make you attempt to do anything less than God’s Work or
Be less than You Are? Now, Beloved Ones, stand Guard over yourselves and your worlds,
with all the Power of your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence. I tell you, when Students or other
individuals become so unenlightened that they can criticize another, make any judgements in
matters they have no Truth of All relevant details, they are making a great mistake.
I tell you, Beloved Ones, Law is Law, and We Know the Law in spite of any human opinion to
the contrary! If you will not believe the Law after all the Infinite Proof which stands before
you, all the Discourses, Knowledge and Experiences shared with you over eons of time, which
never falters, never fails, then We cannot help you; but remember there is no human being
so important in this World that there are not plenty ready to take his or her place. This is also
a Great Law!
You must understand that I Am speaking with all the Love of My Being in sending forth these
Words, but I Am firm, unwavering, and determined to fulfil the Law of God’s Work. If any
battles arrive at your doorsteps, any you cannot deal with them, We will intervene, We will
Protect you and your families, and We will not allow this Work to diminish another minute!
We will take a Firm and Authoritative Hand. You are all now under Our Mighty ‘I AM’ Umbrella
of the White Fire Light!
Now Dear Ones, this is in all kindness; do not go out and accuse Me or any other Master of
being a fighting Ascended Master, Our Cause is the Victory of Humanity. That is Our God
Business! There shall be plenty out there who will wish to shut you or Us down, but you must
rise and Stand Forth without a word of complaining and join this Mighty Movement in a Way
that like Me, remain firm, unwavering, and committed to Your Divine Plan. This attitude
within the ‘I AM’ Love shall win this Eternal Victory.

Therefore, Dear Hearts, I speak in this manner to you in the beginning before you fully enter
My Class, that you may have the Full Power and conviction of My Words Active within you,
which stand Guard with you and for you and your Eternal Protection.
Those who will not control themselves and shut out the human discord, criticism,
condemnation, jealousy, or whatever the activity may be, cannot have Our Help, I tell you.
We have pled and pled and pled with the Students all over America and the world and said
that Self-Control was the most important thing to be maintained for their Freedom. To be in
that Self-Control you must learn to Listen before you say a word. Do not engage the brain or
the mouth before you are absolutely with clarity what you will share or say is coming from
your ‘I AM’ Presence. Qualify every word and every thought before it touches the airwaves,
save the unnecessary responses for they will only draw to you and others inharmony and
imbalance to any situation!
Dear Beloved, Precious Ones, if you will not Listen from within the Great Silence, from within
the Law of One to Us who know the Law, having gone the way, every step of it you have to
go, and in far more severe conditions than you have today, then We cannot help you. If you
will not Listen to your friends, family, and colleagues, to anyone you engage with, you will
miss what is being said, both outwardly and inwardly, you will miss what is not being said. If
you do not begin to Live within the Great Silence, your connections to Nature and your
interactions with all such beings, animals and plants included, you will not hear or Know
anything! You may as well be deaf and blind! This living outside of this Truth, you are not
Living at all, you are existing!
This Work will go on, do not worry about that! But if you will allow Us, We want to Protect
you, We want to help you; but We cannot help you if you are going to continue any of this old
reality of existing. If anyone wishes to govern themselves of others and sets up and conforms
with any human control through manmade laws or not, when the ‘I AM’ Laws are in the Books,
then know there shall be retribution at some level to answer to. The Elemental Grace Alliance
Councils and this ‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class Outline here, the Great Divine Director has
Sanctioned, Authorized and Decreed that the Universal and Cosmic Laws are to Govern here.
So, Be The Laws used, Dear Ones, You have the Grants and Permissions, the extraordinary
Release of Instruction and to Be the Cosmic Law as how things will Act out here upon Earth
from this time forward! Do this without limitation now! But only incrementally until you are
ABSOLUTELY QUALIFIED WITHIN YOUR ‘I AM’ PRESENCE!
Beloved Ones, surely you must understand that you cannot serve two masters and gain any
victory ahead. Having free will, you must choose. If you choose the outer, forgetting your
Invincible ‘I AM’ Presence, then My Love goes with you, as you go your own way, enfolding
you in Its Mighty Mantle of Protection until such time as you choose to return to the One God.
If you choose your ‘I AM’ Presence and adhere to It, then your struggles will soon be over,
and you will find yourselves moving in that Sphere of Peace, Harmony and Perfection wherein

you look upon the outer world with great compassion, but never with that human sympathy
which would stifle your own growth.
This reminds Me of the old, time-worn Statement: ‘Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven, and
all the outer things are added, or given into your use, under your command’. That Kingdom
of Heaven is the Great ‘I AM’ Presence, the only Reality of you, who is the Owner and Giver
of all Created and Manifested things.
Is it not strange, Beloved Ones, that one will so long wander about in discord and limitation,
when the Master Presence of Light, the ‘I AM’ Presence, walks by one’s side at all times,
waiting one’s decision to turn to It and receive Its Radiant, Glorious Blessings of Perfection in
all outer manifestation? Such is your privilege, O Beloved Ones!
In spite of all outer activity, the atmosphere beginning to Manifest here in preparation for this
‘‘I AM’ AUTHORITY Class is truly Divine. While I am sorry that some have not felt, to date, the
true importance of their ‘I AM’ Presence in all the content yet given forth and that they still
reach to outer thought constructs and things, I but wait, enfolding them in My Love, for they
have free will; And that We cannot prevent or interfere with!
JESUS SAID: “Forget not to use My Luminous Presence in Blazing White Fire, knowing It is My
Fire Power of the Cosmic Christ Victory which ‘I AM’ now become, and which must be drawn
into the physical world in order to consume the impurity, and raise mankind into the Perfection
which I Manifested for the Freedom of Life. When We Love Life, then We are Ever Mindful of
Our Service and Duty and Opportunity to Bless that Life with Eternal Perfection, and the
Happiness that ever goes on Expanding throughout Creation. And, the Life which We Bless
and Raise to Greater Perfection forever comes back to Bless Us.”
To be ‘Mindful’ means to Live in the Great Silence following only that which the ‘I AM’
wishes to bring forward!
21. To fully engage daily in Decrees and Invocations that support the Physical
Manifestation of your ‘I AM’ Presence and the Service to Humanity, the
Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, and All Nature Realms.
22. To fully engage in the Use of your ‘I AM’ Presence to go about your daily Work
and Directives creatively and with absolute focus to content and delivery.
Over the Course of Delivering the ‘I AM’ Discourses in September of 1956, ‘The Goddess of
Liberty’ shared at Shasta Springs, the very Essence of what point 21 and 22 depicts. This
Address to the Students then, is the same Address to the Disciples and Initiates today! Here
is an excerpt from that Discourse.
GODDESS OF LIBERTY SPEAKS: Beloved of My Heart, in entering into the Release tonight of
Our effort to assist you in the Great Activities of the Sacred Fire for which you call, I wish to
bring to your attention the fact that Life is the only thing with which you have to deal
anywhere in the Universe. The only thing you or any individual has with which to accomplish

anything that produces manifestation is the use of Life, your Life, the Life in the atmosphere,
the Life in the Powers of Nature.
Life is the one thing that produces manifestation; and all energy is Life, some form of Life, and
if you will understand that when you send forth a Command by the energy of your own Life
to produce manifestation, then the Life in the atmosphere about you must take up your
Command and the vibratory action and produce that condition.
I wish you to feel with all your Hearts tonight how certain is the fulfilment of your every Call
as you understand this which We bring to your attention from time to time. Now in entering
into the explanation of what your Life does, and what you can do for Life, try to realize that
regardless of belief, explanation, or anything else, when your attention is upon a thing, that
thing draws you into itself, because when your attention connects with something, your Life
has gone out to that part of life and become one with it.
Therefore, unless the attention is controlled and placed upon the Heart Life of your Mighty ‘I
AM’ Presence, or upon the Life of the Ascended Masters or Cosmic Beings or Angelic Host, if
you do not connect your Life Stream’s energy there, well then, it does connect with the
conditions of the physical world that life is manifesting here. You have no idea what the
magnetic pull is, My Dear Ones, upon individual’s entire Life Streams, simply through the lack
of the control of the attention.
So, in entering into your Mastery, I want you to feel tonight the absolute certainty of the
fulfilment of your Calls, because your Life has gone into them to manifest that which is the
Perfection from Our Octave that you desire here. The energy flows wherever your attention
directs it, My Loved Ones; and therefore, wherever your attention directs your energy, you
follow, and I mean the body. And for this reason; if your attention comes to your Mighty ‘I
AM’ Presence or to Us, then your Life Energy flows into the Perfection of Our World, and that
Perfection flows back to fill your world.
Now when mankind realize the responsibility in the use of energy, they will more readily
Master conditions and control themselves, which means to Master the Energy inside of their
own mental and feeling world. In the producing of manifestation of the outer world,
supposing We take someone who is employed by a corporation. You go down to your office,
you give the energy of your Life. You give your Life to that corporation to build that
corporation’s business, don’t you, so many days a week? And so, you draw the body into
association with that Life energy of the corporation; and the conditions that are there flow
back into you, for you live in them during the hours you are working at your office.
Well, when you understand that you have complete Freedom to direct the energy of your Life
to your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence own Heart’s Flame of Love’s Perfection, and you draw that
back into your world, then you automatically become filled with that Perfection and your
world is flooded with It through the Radiation of yourself. When your attention comes to Us,

your Life is One with Our Life; and as We have said before, We are but the more Advanced
Consciousness of yourselves.
And therefore, unless mankind understand Our Existence and Our Reality, and accepts Us
with full Freedom and full Conscious Illumination of what We can do for mankind, the masses
of the people would go on indefinitely in the whirlwind of their own creation of discord,
because of man’s discord, the atmosphere becomes filled with discord. The individual
breathes that back into himself, and his body becomes discordant; the mind becomes
discordant; the feelings become discordant. And, that is what produces a mass saturation or
accumulation of energy that returns upon mankind as war.
And when you understand what the political war makers of the world have built by their
deliberate conscious misuse of energy, you must realize how they have bound themselves in
their own creation from which they can never escape, except by the Assistance of an
Ascended Master, one or more, in cooperation with the Higher Mental Body of each Life
Stream to cut away the human accumulation, until the Life energy in the Heart of that
individual reaches up to the greater Life and greater Perfection, and connects with It, so Its
Perfection can flow back as a Magnetic Current to raise the outer self out of the discordant
accumulation.
Now when you understand what Power is yours through your Decrees, to connect your Life
with these magnificent Manifestations and Powers of infinite space as you call to the Great
Central Sun, you will, My Loved Ones, flood back into yourselves and your world everything
you are calling forth for the Purification of your Nation and the world.
This ends Lesson 7 for today!
BENEDICTION: Out of the fullness of our Hearts, O Mighty Presence, we give praise
and thanks for Your Love, Wisdom and Power. We give praise and thanks for the
Mighty Rays that have gone out to each student today. We give thanks for the
intensity of this focus that quickens the assurance within the students of the Truth of
their Mighty Presence of the ‘I AM’, which is the True Self. Strengthen them, each one,
with that firm determination to hold to that One Presence which is all Freedom, all
Perfection, Eternal Youth and Beauty.

